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Abstract:

The acquisition and self-improvement of novel motor skills is among the most important problems in 
robotics. Reinforcement learning and imitation learning are two different but complimentary machine 
learning approaches commonly used for learning motor skills.

I will discuss various learning techniques we developed that can handle complex interactions with the 
environment. Complexity arises from non-linear dynamics in general and contacts in particular, taking 
multiple reference frames into account, dealing with high-dimensional input data, interacting with 
humans, etc. A human teacher is always involved in the learning process, either directly (providing 
demonstrations) or indirectly (designing the optimization criterion), which raises the question: How to 
best make use of the interactions with the human teacher to render the learning process efficient and 
effective?

All these concepts will be illustrated with benchmark tasks and real robot experiments ranging from fun 
(ball-in-a-cup) to more applied (unscrewing light bulbs).
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Jens Kober is an associate professor at the TU Delft, Netherlands. He worked as a postdoctoral 
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